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Following Sterlings spectacularly successful launch of its childrens classic novels (240,000
books in print to date),comes a dazzling new series: Classic Starts. The stories are abridged; the
quality is complete. Classic Starts treats the worlds beloved tales (and children) with the respect
they deserve--all at an incomparable price.Here is the ultimate dog story, one filled with emotion,
adventure, and excitement.During the Gold Rush, Buck is snatched away from his peaceful
home and brought to the harsh and bitter Yukon to become a sled dog. Will he adapt, and learn
to trust men? Or will his newly awakened primitive instincts lead him to search for the freedom
he has never known?

From School Library JournalPreSchool-K–From 10 to 1, this creative counting book features a
school of colorful, Nemo-like fish as they gradually disappear from readers' view. Each spread
contains a couplet with the final rhyming number word appearing after turning the page–"Ten
Little Fish, swimming in a line./One dives down, and now there are…." The cleverness is not in
the poetry, but rather in the simple plot line. After the author counts down to 1, she quickly brings
the number back up again, as the final fish finds a mate and they have 10 little babies. The
digitally created art has a 3-D appearance. In one picture, a fish peers out of a glass bottle at the
bottom of the sea, and its features are appropriately distorted. Bubbles with a luminescent
sheen surround all of the brightly colored creatures. The clear-water turquoise and vibrant
chartreuse used for the backgrounds stunningly show off the multicolored animals. This concept
book will appeal to children who are drawn to the filmlike artistry of the pictures.–Blair Christolon,
Prince William Public Library System, Manassas, VACopyright © Reed Business Information, a
division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From BooklistPreS. In this simple counting story
from the mother-son team, glossy computer-generated illustrations show a school of cute,
expressive tropical fish that disappear, one per spread, providing a descending counting
exercise that leaves one yellow fish. Then lonely yellow meets and falls in love with an attractive
green that happens by, and the two parents create a new school of fish to be counted. The
circular story and the bouncing rhymes, which create just the right suspense with each page
turn, will encourage preschoolers to gleefully chant along, and the bright, tropical underwater
world filled with adorable Nemo-like fish will delight young fans of the cartoon feature. Gillian
EngbergCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reservedReviewKirkusReview
Date: AUGUST 01, 2004This charming, colorful counting tale of ten little fish runs full-circle.
Although the light verse opens and closes with ten fish swimming in a line, page-by-page the
line grows shorter as the number of fish diminishes one-by-one. One fish dives down, one gets
lost, one hides, and another takes a nap until a single fish remains. Then along comes another
fish to form a couple and suddenly a new family of little fish emerges to begin all over. Slick,



digitally-created images of brilliant marine flora and fauna give an illusion of underwater depth
and silence enhancing the verse's numerical and theatrical progression. The holistic story
bubbles with life's endless cycle. (Picture book. 3-5) School Library JournalOctober 1, 2004PreS-
K-From 10 to 1, this creative counting book features a school of colorful, Nemo-like fish as they
gradually disappear from readers' view. Each spread contains a couplet with the final rhyming
number word appearing after turning the page-"Ten Little Fish, swimming in a line./One dives
down, and now there are-." The cleverness is not in the poetry, but rather in the simple plot line.
After the author counts down to 1, she quickly brings the number back up again, as the final fish
finds a mate and they have 10 little babies. The digitally created art has a 3-D appearance. In
one picture, a fish peers out of a glass bottle at the bottom of the sea, and its features are
appropriately distorted. Bubbles with a luminescent sheen surround all of the brightly colored
creatures. The clear-water turquoise and vibrant chartreuse used for the backgrounds stunningly
show off the multicolored animals. This concept book will appeal to children who are drawn to
the filmlike artistry of the pictures.-Blair Christolon, Prince William Public Library System,
Manassas, VA Copyright 2004 Reed Business Information.BooklistAugust 1, 2004PreS. In this
simple counting story from the mother-son team, glossy computer-generated illustrations show
a school of cute, expressive tropical fish that disappear, one per spread, providing a descending
counting exercise that leaves one yellow fish. Then lonely yellow meets and falls in love with an
attractive green that happens by, and the two parents create a new school of fish to be counted.
The circular story and the bouncing rhymes, which create just the right suspense with each page
turn, will encourage preschoolers to gleefully chant along, and the bright, tropical underwater
world filled with adorable Nemo-like fish will delight young fans of the cartoon feature. --Gillian
Engberg Copyright 2004 Booklist Publishers WeeklyJuly 19, 2004Mother-and-son team Audrey
and Bruce Wood (Alphabet Adventury) turn from ABC to 1, 2, 3 as they introduce Ten Little Fish,
a knee-bouncing, countdown. One by one, the fish become diverted: "Five Little Fish, swimming
by the shore./ One grabs a snack, and now there are..." When only one remains, he meets his
soulmate, and they birth a new school of 10 fish. Bruce Wood's cheeky, 3-D illustrations owe a
debt to Finding Nemo as he constructs an inviting undersea landscape. Copyright 2004 Reed
Business Information.""...charming...The holistic story bubbles with life's endless cycle."" -Kirkus
ReviewsAbout the AuthorAs a fifth-generation professional artist, I grew up with art all around
me - in the studios of my parents and grandparents. I have always been very interested in art - it
always seemed like a lot of fun.One of the major advantages of growing up in a family of artists is
the support you receive while learning your art form. It was also a unique experience. One year
for my birthday, my parents made me a kid-sized cardboard castle out of refrigerator boxes in
our backyard. It took me a few years to realize that not all my friends' parents were as creative as
mine.My initial interest in digital art came about at a young age. I started using Commodore 64's
when I was eleven or twelve, and by age thirteen, I could do basic programming. Since then, I
was always interested in how companies made computer games, and I think that's what
ultimately led me to 3-D design.In 1991, I attended the California Institute of the Arts, where I



studied drama and advanced my interest in art created on the computer. Then, in 1993, I
decided to enroll in the innovative San Francisco State Multimedia Center, where I pursued my
long-standing interest in designing computer programs by studying animation and 3-D
modeling.This year I joined my family's creative team and illustrated my first book, The
Christmas Adventure of Space Elf Sam. The book took me over two years to make, and it was a
true family collaboration. My mom wrote the story and my dad, Don Wood, functioned as art
director.I love telling stories with my art, and picture books are just that. And of course, I love
seeing the face of a young child, sitting on a bookstore floor, completely immersed in a book that
I have created.Aside from being a children's book illustrator, I also surf, snowboard, and sail,
which means that I do get to see the sun sometimes.Audrey Wood has been writing award-
winning children's books for more than 30 years. She often collaborates with her husband, Don
Wood (IT'S DUFFY TIME; THE NAPPING HOUSE; KING BIDGOOD'S IN THE BATHTUB;
MERRY CHRISTMAS, BIG HUNGRY BEAR), and she has created many bestsellers with their
son, Bruce (ALPHABET MYSTERY; TEN LITTLE FISH). Audrey also illustrates books herself,
including BLUE SKY (2012); SILLY SALLY; and A DOG NEEDS A BONE.Read more
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White Fang (Classic Starts Series) The Call of the Wild The Story of King Arthur & His Knights
(Classic Starts)



Clark, “Best value.. The book I ordered looks brand new, better than expected . I would buy from
this seller again !”

Westerner, “great stories for younger audiences. I evaluated three series of abridged/
paraphrased classics: Great Illustrated Classics, Stepping Stones, and Classic Starts. I
specifically read Treasure Island in all three versions, but also evaluated other stories in at least
two of the versions. I finished reading the Call of the Wild to my children, 4 and 5.The Classic
Starts version of the Call of the Wild and other stories is the most complex in language and
sentence structure. It's not as easy for a beginning reader to read as Stepping Stones or Great
Illustrated Classics, but offers a much better story by virtue of more adjectives, adverbs and
clauses in the sentence structure.With these paraphrased versions, there is always the dilemma
one faces: whether to wait until the genuine, original story is accessible or risk turning the reader
off with a poor paraphrase that lacks the vibrancy of the real thing, but possibly gain the
enjoyment of a classic gem much earlier than the original text would afford.Personally, I bought
the books intending to read to my kingergarten age children, rather than have them read. We
found the Classic Starts to have by far the best versions of the stories, notwithstanding the
originals which are just too long for us, in language that is hard to be understood. Since I am
reading them aloud, we've forgone the simplest versions which are perhaps a bit too butchered
to really stand out as the excellent stories the originals gained a reputation for. I feel that the
Classic Starts are rich enough that they easily match original versions of simpler tales like The
Little House on the Prarie or Charlotte's Web.It is true that they're sanitized. The version of the
Call of the Wild passes over death scenes and treats the heavier dramas quite lightly. I agree
this would be a grave shortfall for the older reader/listener. It cheats them by failing to present
the weightiness of the story's theme. For a mature eight year old, I would just read the ~94
pages of London's original. I heard it and White Fang when I was that age. On the other hand,
my four and five year olds might be deeply disturbed by a story like "To Start a Fire." That would
take some wrestling with in our consciences that we're not quite ready for. Buck getting clubbed
by the man in the red sweater, the lesson he learned, and how he applied it to a dog that wanted
to fight and kill him... that kind of thing is enough for now, hence the paraphrase rather than the
original.So far, with the children, we finished Call of the Wild, are half-way through the Jungle
Book, and started Treasure Island. Then we're on to The Odyssey, Moby Dick and Tom Sawyer.
Move over Pippi Longstockings and Amelia Bedelia! Previously we've read books like those of
Beverly Cleary, the Little House series, Milne's Pooh, and Horrible Harry, besides hundreds of
basically picture books (think Virginia Lee Burton, H. A. Rey etc.) The classics have a little bolder
story lines, and these abridged series make them more accessible.”

karen, “I thought I was ordering a kid friendly one..a little over her head. My fault. I thought i was



ordering a more kid friendly version. This is a lil over her head.. my own fault.”

Mia, “Fascinating. This adventure novel while short packed a lot in. This is the story of Buck the
sled dog, it is told from Buck's perspective, which was really interesting. Buck goes from a
normal domesticated dog to a wild dog due to answering the call. In between, you get the story
of his life through several masters. Plus all the cruelty he and his pack faced, which was truly
hard to read. Even though this is told from a dog's perspective I felt all the emotions Buck went
through. A true classic story that everyone should pick up and read.”

J. Elrod, “Wow!!. Can’t believe this book sold as used, as it is spotless!!!Thank youJoe”

Camping in SC, “Good for K5-1st. Many of the Classic Starts Books have worked well to read to
my kindergarten or 1st grade kids. By second grade they can start to read on their own. The
rewrite in this one was good. Consistent w actual book but reguaged the details to be age
appropriate.”

MILAN BLAHO, “Early Edition is Like the Original. I originally read this book in 1952, then
watched the movie in 2020. I couldn't wait to reread it after seeing the movie. Of course, the
movie is full of political correctness not found in the original editions of the book, so I found it
authentic and especially interesting.”

Ocean Breeze, “Great Classic. Read the book many years ago, but wanted to read it again
before seeing the new movie with Harrison Ford. Was as excellent as I remember, although
made me cry sometimes, as I am a dog lover. I'm also fascinated by Alaska, been there twice
and can't wait to go back.”

Maria, “Lese-Erleichterun. Dieses Buch ist ja insges. ziemlich hart - sehr nahe an der
historischen Wirklichkeit - geschrieben.Dagegen ist dieser Text bzgl. der Anforderungen an die
englische Sprache etwas vereinfacht worden, so dass das Buch für Studienzwecke sehr gut
einsetzbar ist.”

Maharshi Babu, “Five Stars. most amazing story, that most related to live stories i met with”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 631 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Board book: 18 pages
Reading age: 7 - 9 years
Item Weight: 8.8 ounces
Dimensions: 5.5 x 0.75 x 7.5 inches
Paperback: 26 pages
Hardcover: 160 pages
Grade level: 2 - 4
Lexile measure: GN640L
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